Skylight Shading System Silent Gliss 8700

Silent Gliss
Skylight Shading Systems

The Sun – an Essential
Energy Source for Life
Daylight is a vital part of our lives, it gives us a sense of
wellbeing and the vigour to function properly. However,
sometimes we need to limit or redirect the light. Ideally
we need controllable light.
Silent Gliss offer a comprehensive range of skylight and
wintergarden systems. Our systems allow control and
optimisation of daylight for large glass areas, improving
our immediate environment.
Quality and warranty
All the material used for our Skylight systems are rust free
and UV resistant for perfect functionality and appearance
over time. Extensive testing of our high quality products
allows us the confidence to offer a 5 year warranty.
Precision
Our experienced specialists assemble every system
manually to guarantee a precise and smooth operation –
day after day!
Made-to-measure
All our systems are made-to-measure in relation to
window dimensions and customer needs.

Design Choices
Roof glazing comes in all shapes and sizes, that's why
Silent Gliss have developed a range of customised
wintergarden and skylight systems to suit all our
customer requirements.
Elegant 'waves'
Soft Roman blind style systems for small to large
applications.

Innovative tilting panels
Tilted panel systems offer light control by gradually
turning large fabric panels as the sun moves across the
sky.

Retractable roller blinds
Side-guided tensioned roller blinds.

Wintergarden Systems
Silent Gliss 2190 (Crank) and
2195 (Electric)
Silent Gliss wintergarden systems are suitable for glass
roofs, atriums and conservatories. The combination of
side profiles and soft-folding fabric panels achieve an
elegant ‘Roman blind’ style window treatment suitable
for domestic or contract use.

A single bay system can cover of up to 18m2 (electric
operated), increase the number of bays to achieve a
greater coverage.

Electric systems 2195 can be operated independently
or simultaneously by fixed switch or radio remote
control.

Skylight Shading System
Silent Gliss 8600
With skylight shading system 8600, Silent Gliss
presents a cutting-edge, automated and retractable sun
screening system.

This tensioned roller blind system can be specified
up to a maximum of 18m². Multiple systems can be
installed in parallel with the option of side-by side fitting
for larger area coverage. This system can also be used
for large bottom up solutions.

Each unit has a built-in Silent Gliss motor with the
option of radio control for easy operation and simplified
wiring.

Skylight Shading System
Silent Gliss 8700
A strong and technically advanced glass roof shading
system. The innovative design allows controllable
daylight for the largest applications with a uniform
construction and an elegant ‘wave’ look.
One Silent Gliss 8700 can accommodate fabrics up to
a maximum of 50m². With the option of side-by-side
fitting, multiple systems can be installed in parallel. This
allows huge glass structures to be handled with this
elegant ‘Roman blind’ style of window treatment.

Cantilever options allow different application shapes in
order to fulfill the challenging requirements of today’s
glass roof architecture.

Skylight Shading System
Silent Gliss 8800
The Silent Gliss 8800 provides an innovative and
extremely elegant way of shading large glass roofs,
atriums or large conservatories by combining side
profiles and fabric panels. The panels can be both
tilted and fully retracted in order to optimise daylight
management.

The System is suitable for glass roofs up to 36m² and
can be used for sloping applications up to a maximum
angle of 30°.
Silent Gliss has selected a specific range of fabrics
for this application. The panels can be retracted and
removed for easy and efficient cleaning.

Total Control
Silent Gliss radio control systems allow remote
operation without the need of complex wiring.
Operation possibilities
- Variety of hand held and wall switches
- Single or multiple channel solutions
- Daylight controlled operation with light sensors
- Timer function
- Remote control by SMS
- Home automation connectivity
- Smart phones and tablets (eg. iPhone and iPad)
connectivity

Remote controls Silent Gliss 9940

Remote controls Silent Gliss 0450
Our Customer Services team will be on hand from the
start to offer expert advice on the most appropriate
systems, control combinations and wiring for your
project.
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The Fabric is as important as the hardware when it
comes to the quality of a skylight system. Silent Gliss
only select the most technically advanced fabrics for
our systems.
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Silent Gliss fabric collection
A wide range of fabric styles, colours and
transparancies are available. Some of these fabrics
have an aluminium backing for increased solar and heat
control. By choosing from one of our specially tested
technical fabrics, you can be assured of a perfect finish.
We provide solar, heat and accoustic coefficients so
that you know exactly what to expect in terms of light,
glare and heat control of your room/building and most
of our fabrics are eco-tex certified and fire retardant.

For full product details and specifications please refer to the relevant Silent Gliss technical catalogue.

Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of motorised and manual curtain and blind systems in the
high quality market. We offer our customers the very best in terms of quality, design, technology,
service and individuality. Our core competence is innovation – inspired and driven by customer needs.
A team of highly skilled and experienced professionals work on new developments as well as on the
improvement of existing products. With committed customer support teams, Silent Gliss provides an
extensive range of services including technical advice, fitting services and maintenance all around
the world.

Silent Gliss Ltd.
Pyramid Business Park
Poorhole Lane, Broadstairs
Kent CT10 2PT
Tel: +44 (0) 1843 863571
Fax: +44 (0) 1843 864503
sales@silentgliss.co.uk
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